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Let V be a vector space of dimension n over an algebraically closed 
field K. We consider the fixed point set of a unipotent transformation u 
on the flag variety /IF =/IF(V). We prove in particular that its irreducible 
components have all the same dimension and are in bijective corre-
spondence with standard tableaux associated to u. 
Consider a Young diagram of size n. Let S be the set of standard 
tableaux associated to it [I, p. 20, 71]. For every a E S, let a, be the 
number of the column in which i lies (for a). Then a is completely described 
by the sequence (alo ... , an). For a, l' E S, say eJ<1' if for some i (I <i<n), 
at < 1', and for i <j < n, aj = 1'j. This defines a total order on S. 
For a E S, we shall write a' for the standard tableau of dimension 
(n-I) obtained from a by removing n. 
Now let u be an unipotent element of GL(V) and let X =/lFu . For 
every integer i > I, let c, be the number of Jordan blocks of u of dimension i. 
We associate to u the Young diagram (of dimension n) with Cf lines of 
length i and the ordered set S of standard tableaux corresponding to 
this diagram. Let d, be the length of the it/I column. 
We now define an application :n:: X -+ S. Consider F = (Fol ••• , Fn) E X. 
u induces an unipotent endomorphism u' of V/FI and u' fixes F/FI= 
= (FI/Flo ... , Fn/Fl) E /IF(V/Ft}. The Young diagram of u' is just the 
Young diagram of u minus a comer. By induction on dim V, we may 
assume that a standard tableau eJ' of dimension (n-l) is associated to 
F/FI. Then :n:(F) is the standard tableau eJ obtained from a' by placing 
n in the remaining comer. Clearly an=i, say, iff FI lies in Ker (u-I) '"' 
,",1m (u-I)1-1 but not in Ker (u-I) '"' 1m (U-I)f. 
For eJ E S we may now define Xa=:n;-l(eJ). Thus (Xa)atS is a partition 
of X. Similarly define Xd· =Xd·(F) to be the subset of oF(V/Ft}u' corre-
sponding to a'. 
Choose a flag 
W =(Wo, ... , Wdl) E oF (Ker (u-I)) 
such that W d, = Ker (u - I) '"' 1m (u - 1)1-1 for every i> I. Define 
B,=P(W,)-P(Wf- 1) and p: X -+P(V), F 1-+ Fl. 
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Then we have another partition (Xt}l<;;;t';;;dl' where X( = p-l(Bt). For every 
integer j (I <j < dd, Ut<;;j X( is closed in X and X, is locally closed in X . 
Choose also a line L E Bt and let X; =p-l(L) = {F E X!Fl =L}. X; may 
be identified with §'(V/L)u" 
LEMMA. There exists an isomorphism of algebraic varieties 
f:Xt~B(xX; 
such that the following diagram commute: 
PROOF. We use a Jordan basis of V (for u). We shall denote it by 
(4.k) (l<j<h, l<k<c'h (U-l)(4.k)=~-l.k if j=fol, 0 if j=l). We may 
do that in such a way that: 
a) L is generated by a vector e~o of the basis. 
b) WH = ! Ketk, where the sum is taken over the indices (h, k) such 
that h>ho or h=ho and k> ko. 
We prove the lemma with W'-l instead of Bt , using the isomorphism 
W'-l ~ B t , W I~ K(~.ko +w). 
Consider WE WHo If W= ! a~.ke~.k' define w, by w,= !a~.ke:.k (1 <j <ho) 
(this makes sense). Let gw be the automorphism of V leaving ~k fixed if 
(h, k)=fo(ho, ko) and such that gw(e:.~)=e~o +wJ (l<j<ho). Then 
g: W'-l xX; ~ X" 
(w, F) I~ gw(F) is well defined and is easily seen to be an isomorphism 
of algebraic varieties. Then t = g-l is the required isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION. a) For every a E S, UT;;>a XT is closed in X and Xa 
is locally closed in X. 
b) dim X a = !,;;'l d,(d,-1)/2 for every a E S. 
c) For every a E S, there exists a partition (Y,h"',"'m of Xa such that 
Y j is isomorphic to an affine spa.ce and Uk';;' Yk is closed in Xa (1 <j <m). 
PROOF. (a) Let an=h. Then UTfI>IIXT and UTfI~IIXT are closed in 
X. It is therefore sufficient to prove that 
U XT is open in U XT • 
T<a TfI-1I T,,-II 
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Let FE X Q , e<a, en=h. We use lemma 2 with i=d" and L=F1• Then 
X t is open in UT"=,, XT. We may assume by induction that UT'<a' XT, 
is open in X;. Then 
is an open neighbourhood of F in 
U X T and is contained III U X T • 
This proves (a). 
(b) p: Xa -+ P( W dh) - P( W dh-l) is surjective and the fibre over any 
point is isomorphic to X a ,. By induction, we may assume that 
dim X a, = ~ d;(d; -1)/2 
(c) Write Zt=Xa (\ XI, dh+l<i<d". Then Ut';;jZj is closed in Xa. So 
we need only to prove (c) with Xa replaced by Zt. From the isomorphism 
oflemma 2, Zt ,....., Bt xXa,. Bt is isomorphic to an affine space of dimension 
(i - 1) and we may assume by induction that X a , has a partition of the 
required type. This proves the proposition. 
REMARK. The partition of X given by c) extends to a partition of .'F 
into affine spaces. The proof is similar. 
An immediate consequence of the proposition is: 
COROLLARY. All the irreducible components of X have the same 
dimension. They are in bijective correspondance with the elements of S 
via the application a 1-+ Xa. 
Xa is a smooth irreducible variety, and the above partition (Xa)a,S 
of X shows that the singular points of X are those contained in more 
than one component. But Xa needs not to be smooth. Take K =Q, 
dim V = 6, and choose u with two Jordan blocks of dimension 1 and two 
of dimension 2. Suppose that the component Xa defined by (al, ... , (6) = 
= (I, 1,2, 1,2, I) is smooth. It is easy to see that FE Xa iff 
and (u-I}(F4) C F2 C W4, where W2= 1m (u-I), W4= Ker (u-I). We 
get easily H2(X<t; Z) ,....., Z5 and HI2(X<t; Z) ,....., Z', contradicting Poincare 
duality. 
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Let (el, ... , en) be a basis of V and let T (resp. B, F) be the maximal 
torus of G L( V) (resp. the Borel subgroup of G L( V), the maximal flag 
of V) corresponding to this basis. Let lXi be the simple root: 
diag (AI, ... , An) 1--+ Ai~--j\ (1 <; i <; n - I). 
Let Pi be the rank - I parabolic subgroup of GL( V) corresponding to the 
simple root lXi. A line of type lXi in .'F is a subvariety gPtF of .'F 
(g E GL(V)). It is known that any two points of X may be connected by 
a sequence of arcs of lines of different types contained in X [2, p. 132]. 
In particular X is a point or a union of lines. It is easy to see that the 
union of all lines of type lXi contained in X is closed (1 <; i <; n - 1). Say 
a subvariety Y of .fF is an lXi-variety if it is a union of lines of type lXi. 
'l'his means that the subspace of dimension i of any flag contained in Y 
may be choosen arbitrarily between the subspaces of dimension (i - I) 
and (i + 1). 
Similarly consider the parabolic subgroup Pr corresponding to an 
arbitrary subset I of {lXI, ... , IXn-I}. The subvarieties gPrF of.fF (g E GL( V)) 
will be called subspaces of type I in .'F. Say Y is an I-variety if it is a 
union of subspaces of type I. This means that Y =p-l(p( Y)), where p is 
the projection .'F --+ IT"dj[ Gd(V). 'l'hen for all g E GL(V), gY is also an 
I-variety. If I =Ir U 12 , then Y is an I-variety iff it is an Ir-variety and 
an 12-variety. In particular, for each a E S, there is a maximal 
Ia C {lXI, ... , IXn-l} such that Xa is an la-variety. 
PROPOSITION. a) Every line of type lXi contained in X is contained 
in an irreducible component which is an IXt-variety. 
b) For every a E S, Ia = {lXt I an-HI .;;; an-t}o 
c) The singular points of Xa form an la-variety. 
PROOF. We may assume t,hat U E B. Consider the line PiF. For every 
p E Pi, pFj = F j for j =I- i. To prove (b), we may assume that a = n(F). 
Then an-HI" an-i implies that FHI/Ft - l C Ker (u' -1), where u' is the 
endomorphism induced by u on V/Ft- l . This shows that pF is fixed by 
u and that at most one point of PtF is not contained in Xa. This implies 
that Xa is an IXc-variety. If an-HI> an-i, it is easy to find a point x in Xa 
such that the line of type IXt passing through x is not contained in Xa. 
This proves (b). To prove (a), assume that P,F C X. This implies that 
FHI(Fi-1 C Ker (u' -1) and it follows that at most one point of P,F is 
not in Xa, where a= min {n(pF)lp E Pd. clearly O'n-HI"an-(. So by (b), 
Xa is an lXi-variety containing P,F. (c) is obvious from the fact that locally 
.fF may be identified with the group U- of unipotent lower triangular 
matrices and that the traces of the lines of type lXi 011 such a neighbourhood 
are the left cosets of a I-dimensional subgroup of U-. 
For example, for the component Xa described above to show the 
cxistence of singular points, Ia= {IXI, 1X3, IXs}. Suppose that FE Xa. It is 
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easy to see that F is a regular point of X" if F2=F W2 or F4=F W4. The 
remaining points of X" form a single subspace of type 1". They are there-
fore all singular, and the variety of singular points of X" is isomorphic 
to pi XPi XPi. 
COROLLARY. Any subspace of type 1 contained in X is contained in 
an irreducible component which is an 1 -variety. 
PROOF. Let Y C X be a subspace of type 1. Let U E8 be such that 
Y n X" =F 0. Let tX, E1. By the proof of the proposition, Y n X T =F 0 and 
XT is an tX,-component, where T:=U or T: is obtained from U by permutation 
of n - i and n - i + 1. Iterating for various elements of 1, we eventually 
get Y C XII' where XII is an 1 -component. 
Using the fact that the components of X have all the same dimension, 
we get: 
COROLLARY. Let Xr= {'Prig E GL(V), U E R,,('Pr)} (R" denotes the 
unipotent radical). Then the irreducible components of Xr have all the 
same dimension and are in bijective correspondence with the set 
8r = {u E 811 C 1,,}. 
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